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While most Pokemon can only develop with candy, some require a develop item as well. Evolution items are unlocked at level 10 and you'll start to see them drop with Pok'Stops rarely. The image element description evolves from/to the dragon scale scale, which can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It's very tough and inflexible.
Seadra's Kingdra King's Rock A is a rock that can make certain kinds of Pokemon evolve. It looks like a crown. Poliwhirl to Politoad Slowpoke to Slowking is a metal coat covering that can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It's a special metal film. Onix to Steelix Scyther to Scizor Sun Stone is a kind of stone that can make certain
kinds of Pokemon evolve. It burns red like the evening sun. The darkness of the Bellossom Sunflora Up-Grade Is a Transparent Device that can make certain kinds of Pokemon evolve. It was produced by Silph Co. Porygon to Porygon2 Special elements of evolution first arrived with the second generation of Pokemon, and is now needed
with the evolution of some Pokemon. Elements of evolution are derived from spinning Pokestops and gyms. They have a very low chance of falling around 1% and have an equal chance of getting each item. The 7th day bonus strip gives you an increased chance to get a point, but it's not guaranteed. Scyther's evolution in Scizor requires
a metal layer of the Dragon Scale scale item, which can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It's very tough and inflexible. Seadra 100 Kingdra King's Rock A rock that can make certain kinds of Pokemon evolve. It looks like a crown. Slowpoke 50 Slowking Poliwhirl 100 Politoed Metal Coat A is a coating that can make certain types of
Pokemon evolve. It's a special metal film. Onix 50 Steelix Scyther 50 Scizor Sun Stone is a kind of stone that can make certain kinds of Pokemon evolve. It burns red like the evening sun. Sunkern 50 Sunflora Gloom 100 Bellossom Cottonee 50 Whimsicott Petilil 50 Lilligant Upgrade Transparent device that can make certain types of
Pokemon evolve. It was produced by Silph Co. Porygon 25 Porygon2 Sinnoh Stone Special Stone, originally found in the Sinnoh region, which can make certain species of Pokemon evolve. It is very heavy and has a beautiful sheen. Rozelia 100 Rosrade Ridon 100 Ryperior Electrabus 100 Electrivir Magmar 100 Magmortar Togetic 100
Togekis Murkrow 100 Honghrrow Misdrevus 100 Mismagius Gligar 100 Glyscor Sneazel 100 Vaville Porgoni2 100 ssclops 100 Dusknoir Lickitung 100 Lickilicky Tangela 100 Tangrowth Aipom 100 Ambipom Yanma 100 Yanmega Kirlia 100 Gallade Suntnor 100 Froslas Piloswine 100 Mamoswine Unova Stone Rare Stone, which comes
from the region which can make some kinds of Pokemon It is known for its intertwined black-and-white appearance. Pansage 50 Simisage Pansear 50 Simisear Panpour 50 Simipur Munna 50 Musharna Mincino 50 Sincino Electric 100 100 Lampent 100 Chandelure IV calc Evolution Items are items used to develop certain types of
Pokemon. There are currently seven items that can be obtained that are: Dragon Scale King's Rock Metal Coat Sun Stone Up-Grade Sinnoh Stone Unova Stone to see the currently owned Evolution Elements player can check them out on the page bag item. The contents of the show Types Dragon Scale DetailsEvolution Item, which is
necessary for the development of Seadra in Kingdra. The game has a description of a scale that can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It's very tough and inflexible. King's Rock DetailsEvolution Item, which is essential for the development of Poliwhirl's Politoed and Slowpoke's Slowking. The game is a description of a rock that can
make certain kinds of Pokemon evolve. It looks like a crown. DetailsRevolution Item that is needed for the development of Onix in Steelix and Scyther in Scizor. The game has a description of a coating that can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It's a special metal film. Sun Stone Up-Grade DetailsEvolution Item, which is essential for
the development of Porygon in Porygon2. Description in the game is a transparent device that can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It was produced by Silph Co. Sinnoh Stone DetailsEvolution Item, which is essential for the development of many Pokemon in the Sinnoh-region of Pokemon. Description in the game Is a Special
Stone originally found in the Sinno region, which can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It is very heavy and has a beautiful sheen. Unova Stone DetailsRevolution Item, which is required for the development of many Pokemon in the Unova-region of Pokemon. Description in the game Is a Rare Stone that comes from the Unov
region, which can make certain types of Pokemon evolve. It is known for its intertwined black-and-white appearance. Getting Johto Elements techniques There is a small chance that they can be obtained from a spinning photo drive in Pok'Stops and Gyms and a trainer guaranteed one on the seventh day of the spin band. They can also
be obtained as a reward from research tasks and gifts. Sinnoh Stone Claiming a research breakthrough or participation coach battle has little chance of getting one. UNova Stone, who claims a breakthrough or victory over the GO Rocket Leaders team, has a small chance of getting it. Using Trivia All the Pokemon that evolve in them has
an evolution item required, can neither be caught in the wild, hatched from an egg, nor be raided by a boss at the gym, and the only way to acquire them is evolution. Historically, in the main series of the Pokemon game, the following conditions described below will occur when one of these elements are given to Pokemon hold: Pokemon
are capable of carrying either Dragon Scale, King's Rock or Metal will develop in the trade. A Pokemon capable of holding either the Sun Stone or Up-Grade will evolve when aligned up. The official support page for Pokemon GO, Deepsea Scale and Deepsea Tooth were mentioned. In B A series of games, these elements are essential
for the development of Clamperl either Huntail or Gorebyss respectively. This concept has been abolished. The evolution of Clamperl has finally decided to be accidental. The Sinnah stone was first detected in network traffic on November 6, 2018. Sinnoh Stone's graphic design hints that it is made of diamond and pearl materials, a
reference to Pokemon: Diamond and Pearl, which represented the Sinnah area. Like Sinnoh Stone, the graphic design of the Unov Stone is made of black and white materials, which is a reference to the games Pokemon: Black and White, in which the Unova region was represented. During Hatchathon in 2018, claiming a research
breakthrough guaranteed Sinnoh Stone. During Community Day in February 2019, coaches are guaranteed to receive up to five Sinnah stones as a reward from coaching battles; to evolve their Piloswine in Mamoswine. No Sinnoh Stone was not guaranteed in August 2019 on Community Day for the evolution of Gallade. During
Community Day in February 2020, the coaches received two Sinnah stones as a reward from one GO Combat League kit; to evolve their Rhydon in Rhyperior. The Porigon family is the only evolutionary line requiring two different elements of evolution. Links List of other items that we might see in the future Pokemon GO. Gen 3 Evolution
ItemsWater StoneMoon StoneSkittyNormal76250→DelcattyNormalNormal Moonstone1443Prism ScaleFebasWater26350→MiloticWater Prism Scale2542Deep Sea ScaleCerlWater119850→ 4'gt;GorebyssWater Deep Sea Scale2261Deep Sea ToothClamperlWater119850→HuntailWater Deep Sea Tooth2281Ysby you can see more Gen
3 Evolution here: Gen 3 ReleaseIn Generation 4 Pokemon company has really increased on the cross-evolution generation. Some of these will require evolution items like the Shiny Stone and Protector.Reaper ClothDuskull52325→Dusclops1335100→Dusknoir2046 Sinnoh StoneProtectorRhyhorn / 167925→Rhydon /
3300100→Rhyperior / 3869 Sinnoh StoneMagmarizerMagby117825→Magmar2254100→Magmortar2980 Sinnoh StoneElectirizerElekid107325→Electabuzz2196100→Electivire2904 Sinnoh StoneDubious DiscPorygon156725→Porygon22546Upgrade100→Porygon-Z3072 Sinnoh StoneDawn StoneRalts / 43625→Kirlia /
806100→Gallade / 2341Dawn StoneRazor ClawSneasel / 1868100→Weavile / 2815 Sinnoh StoneRazor FangGligar / 1758100→Gliscor / 2602 Sinnoh StoneYou Can View More Gen 4 Evolutions Here: Gen 4 ReleaseOval StoneThunder StoneFire StoneIce StoneWe have a list of all the items that can be obtained from pokestops in
Pokemon GO here: Pokestop Item List Heading outside to collect your favorite items in Pokémon Go used to be a great way to get some exercise and fresh air while playing a great Pokémon game, but new social distancing guidelines make it more difficult for a lot of people to play their favorite augmented May not like to play Pokemon
Go and explore in the same way as before, the process of obtaining and collecting special items in Pokemon Go remains relatively unchanged. So, what are the special items in Pokemon Go? These are items that trainers can use to develop their Pokemon. Special items are much rarer and harder to find than a typical potion or Ultra Ball.
While first-generation games have Pokemon that can evolve from stones like Eevee, that wasn't originally the case for Pokemon Go, as special elements weren't introduced until the release of Generation 2. Since then Niantic has continued to add even more special items for players to hunt down, with the newest being added as recently
as September 2019. The list of all the special items in Pokemon Go Here is a complete list of all the special items currently available: Elements of Dragon Scale: Evolutions of Seadra in Kingdra King's Rock: Evolutions Poliwhirl in Polito and Slowpoke in Slowking Metal Coat: Evolutions Onix in Steelix and Scyther in Scizor Sun Stone:
Evolutions in Bellossom and Sunk. : Evolutions Gen 1 and 2 Pokemon in their Gen 4 evolution with 100 candies. See the table below for all the Pokemon that currently evolve with the Sinnoh Stone Unova Stone: Evolution Gen 5 Pokemon, which would otherwise evolve through a stone unavailable in Pokemon GO (e.g. Thunder Stone)
Lures Magnetic Bait: Used instead of the usual Poke Stop bait. Allows Pokemon like Magneton and Nosepass to evolve in Magnesone and Proboscis when within reach of Mossy Lure: Used instead of the usual Poke Stop bait. Allows Eevee to evolve in Leafeon when within the range of glacial bait: Used instead of the usual Poke Stop
bait. Allows Eevee to develop in Glaceon, when within reach of Pokemon Candy Point Evolution Aipom 100 Sinnoh Stone Ambipom Dusclops 100 Sinnoh Stone Dusknoir Electabuzz 100 Sinnoh Stone Electivire Gligar 100 Sinnoh Stone Gliscor Kirlia (m) 100 Sinnoh Stone Gallade Lickitung 100 Sinnoh Stone Lickilicky Magmar 1 00
Sinnoch Stone Magmortar Misdreavus 100 Sinnoh Stone Mismagius Murkrow 100 Sinnoh Stone Honchkrow Piloswine 100 Sinnoh Stone Mamoswine Porygone 100 Sinnoh Stone Porygon-Si Ridon 100 Sinnoh Stone Rheriypor Roselia 100 Sinnoh Stone Rose Snae 100 Sinnoh Stone Weavile Snorunt (f) 100 Sinnoh Stone Froslass
Tangela 100 Sinnoh Stone Tangrowth Togetic 100 Sinnoh Stone Togekiss Yanma 100 Sinnoh Stone Yanme Lampgaent 100 Unova Stone Chanure Eelektrik 100 Unova Stone Ilektros Minccino 5 0 Una Stone Cinccino Munna 50 Unova Stone Mosarn Pansear 50 Unova Stone Simisear Pansage 50 Unova Stone Simisage Panpour 50
Unova Stone Simipour Eevee 50 Mossy Lure Leafeon Eevee 50 Ice Bait Glazeon Magneton 100 Magnet 100 Magnet Magnezon 50 Magnet How to Get Special Items in Pokemon Go There Are Several Ways you can get special items such as King's Rock, Metal Coat, Dragon Scale, Up-Grade, Sun Stone, Unova Stone, and Sinnoh
Stone's Pokemon Go. It is important to note that they are all obtained the same way, so until Niantic changes this, there are no special methods for acquiring specific evolutionary elements. Here are the best options for getting these super rare items. 1. PokeStops Original method of getting special items such as metal coat and dragon
scales. Any PokeStop has a chance to reset the Gen 2 element of evolution when spinning, but the odds are incredibly slim. The additional techniques added over time have made this a little less of a headache, but if you absolutely need Gen 2 evolution elements, heading to a dense area of PokeStop as a city or city will help speed
things up. 2. Gifts Are another way to get special items into Pokemon Go through gifts. Gifts are items that players can send and receive from friends, as well as through Poke Stops. Gifts like the free Poke Stop, offering rewards like special items. If you have one of them, be sure to send them to your friends and maybe you'll get one in
return. 3. 7-day PokeStop Spin Awards Another way you can get special items through weekly awards. For example, if you rotate at least one Poke Stop a day for seven consecutive days, you will receive a weekly reward. What is the reward? Well, it's a guaranteed special element of evolution. This is definitely one of the easiest methods,
but it requires patience and you can only get one a week. Field research from time to time a new field research task may contain a special element. It could be Battle X number of gyms or a walk of 10 kilometers. Field research awards are always the same for each individual mission goal, so it's worth checking out the compilation online to
see what (if any) yo should be looking at. 5. Trainer Battles Trainer Battles are one of the best ways to get special items in Pokemon Go. Newly introduced, you can now fight against your friends and NPC team leaders. You can receive rewards from these battles up to three times a day for real players and once a day for the NPC. On
Community Day, you can usually earn a good amount of Sinnoh Stones through fighting with other coaches, so be sure to check out the event page to see when the next one takes place. If the day community features a Pokemon that requires a special item to evolve, expect a way to get a few freebies within the allotted hours. 6.
Research Breakthrough Research Breakthrough is the only way to obtain a new Unova Stone item. In the tab You will find seven slots of the brand. You earn one of them on the day when it turns into a field research task. Once you surrender your seventh (not necessarily in a row), the Research Breakthrough window can be open, giving
you a chance at Unova Stone, Sinnoh Stone, or some some Items such as rare candies and Pokeballs. 7. Microtransactions While largely unheard of to reveal the Regiggigas ticket event, you can now get a few rare evolutionary items like the Unova and Sinnoh Stones by opening your wallet at the right time. While not always possible in
ticketed events, you can always get your hands on Mossy, Ice, and Magnetic Baits in the game store to successfully develop specific Pokemon in their Gen 4 shapes. Editors' recommendations pokemon go evolve items chart. pokemon go evolve items 2019. pokemon go evolve items how to get. pokemon go evolve items sinnoh. all
pokemon go evolve items. pokemon that need items to evolve pokemon go. pokemon go use items to evolve pokemon 2 times. pokemon go special items evolve list
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